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with these credentials, the Company of Jesus formally peti-
tioned the Papal Nuncio in Spain, Monsignor Decio Carafa
afterwards Cardinal, to order an enquiry into the virtues
and miracles of the Servant of God, their departed General
Five tribunals were found at Valencia,* Madrid, Barcelona,
Saragossa, and Recanati; multitudes of witnesses were
examined and cross-examined. Padre Ribadaneira, con-
fessor of the deceased, confirmed on oath his book on the
life of Padre Francisco de Borja. From this book, many of
the foregoing facts are taken. In 1615, after thirty-seven
years* labour, the proceedings of the five tribunals in
writing were sent to Rome, where Spain's ambassador pre-
sented them to the Lord Paul P.P. V with recommending
letters from King Don Felipe III, the Grandees and Hidal-
gos of Spain, archbishops and bishops, cathedral chapters,
municipalities, and universities.
The Supreme Pontiff was pleased to refer the matter to
the Sacred Congregation of Rites, the Roman tribunal
competent to deal with such a case. Before this court, all
evidence was verified; and a decree was issued attesting
the orthodoxy of the teaching of the Venerable Servant of
God, his sanctity of life, and the authenticity of the alleged
miracles, satisfactorily to have been proved; and granted
permission to proceed to Beatification. The Lord Paul
P.P. V confirmed this decree; and named three Apostolic
Commissioners to carry on the cause in Spain. The pro-
ceedings of a Royal Commission are so well understood,
that it merely is necessary to say that the business of an
Apostolic Commission is to search for information, to
hear and weigh evidence, and to compile a report on
a given subject.
Meanwhile, the claims of Spain to possess the remains
of her renowned son were recognized; and on the twenty-
third of February 1617, the body of the Venerable Fran-
cisco de Borja, (except an arm retained at the Gesu in

